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it is beyond all doubt the most unique projector i have ever reviewed, and i review quite a few. the z1 is the first
projector i have ever reviewed with both an excellent lens and a spectacular price. (the plv-70 is a superb performer
and of course sanyo's own) the z2 is also excellent, but significantly higher in price. home theater projector reviews.
we do our very best to provide accurate and up-to-date reviews of the latest home theater projectors. we provide
our readers with the facts about every projector we review so they can make an educated decision when buying a
home theater projector. we work hard to make sure our rankings are as accurate as possible. reviews are based on
quality of the projector image, not how fast it can process 1080p content. we take subjective impression into
account, but primarily use objective measurements such as contrast ratios and brightness. our reviews are done by
a selected group of home theater enthusiasts with a wide variety of needs and experience levels. home theater pros
is a website that reviews home theater projectors and other home theater equipment. home theater pros reviews
home theater projectors, and includes advice about buying a home theater projector. home theater pros has been
online since 2000 and serves home theater enthusiasts from all over the world. in this case i would say that you can
make an educated decision based on the normal range of home theater projector prices: $999 and up. the value of
the blu-ray optical drive has decreased dramatically in the past few years, making hd dvd the better format for hd
content. the xbr-z12 is still a great projector for 4k content and hd content with some of the best contrast ratios
available in the under $4k price range.
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The Back of the Z2: One of the things that may or may not delight you is the projector speakers. I was kind of
impressed by them, and figured that with two speaker systems, my room would be rattle free, or at least if I made

some adjustments, would be much better. But I live in the country, and so far, have not had a chance to do this, and
so I cant comment on them. With however many speakers they may or may not have, the listening experience is

pretty good, though somewhat quiet. Except for the one time I turned off the cinema mode, and listened to a CD, I
had no problem hearing the sound in my room. The Cinema mode is where the sweet spot for speakers comes in, as

it has a 3rd party designed, powered speakers in it. This mode delivers a very loud, and somewhat impressive
sound, with the best sound from the home theater projector I have ever heard in my home theater. I would urge
anyone to check out the cinema mode, and find a nice setup that works for you, as this is where your listening

experience will be at its best. The cinema mode is more than enough for me, and I would assume that most people
will have more than enough of the sound. Of course Sanyos blue lights tell you that this is Home Theater mode, and
not Cinema Mode. So lets start with an easy one. The Projector Speakers in Home Theater Mode: The speakers in the
Z2 are designed for home theater use, and when in Home Theater mode, this is where the sweet spot for sound is.

The speakers are not back lit, and do not need to be, as they are in a projector. If you have a separate receiver, you
can always hook the receiver up to the speakers, and use the receivers remote to select the speakers. To do this,

you can access the Z2 remote from the receivers remote, and push the little speaker button, and your receiver will
switch the speakers to the selected mode. My Sanyo receiver is the more expensive TNG350D (MSRP $2,099), and

my receiver is the Sanyo brand PUBG5955, (MSRP $549). This is not a bad upgrade from the Monolith single speaker
$349 power sold for about $823, as the Monolith just has a headphone jack, and no speaker controls. The Sanyo

PUBG5955 has all the control that you need though, for front speakers, back speakers, and center channel speaker.
My setup has 4 Speakers: One is a Polk SX6000 tower, one is a Polk EX65 center speaker and the other two are Polk

LS4800 rear speakers. The speaker setup is engineered to do a very nice job, of providing an all surround sound
effect, and I could not be happier with the sound, especially with the center. If your receiver is of less than average

quality, I would assume that it will not have the good dynamics that the speakers have, and its surround sound
effect will not be as good. This is not the case here. In fact, I live in a room where the floor to ceiling windows are

able to block out a lot of outside noise, and so from the front, the Z2 sounds very good, and comes across very well.
The only thing I do wish it had was a sub-woofer mode, to go with the stereo mode, but considering how good the

stereo mode is, this is a fair trade off. All in all, the speakers work as advertised, and I am happy with them.
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